Economic Resilience
Economists predict slow, steady growth in 2018.

If there is one word that sums up the state of the U.S. economy these days, it's resilient. The prolonged economic growth cycle hasn't been terribly exciting or robust, and at times, progress has been downright choppy. But it has proven to have staying power, and economists are anticipating that the current economic cycle could turn out
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CI - 103: User Decision Analysis for Commercial Investment Real Estate

In CI 103, you’ll incorporate the CCIM Decision-Making Model into all case studies. Begin to develop the practice of applying the CCIM Communications/Negotiations Model to all real estate decisions with a focus on using this Model in interest-based negotiations.

Forgot to Pay Your CCIM Wisconsin Dues?
to be a record-breaker.

Be apart of he best in class education, networking, and industry specific technology for the commercial real estate specialists in Wisconsin. Pay your dues today!

**Sponsor CCIM Wisconsin!**
Your advertisements will reach thousands of users nationwide on a daily basis, including:
- The general public - typically businesses - who may search commercial properties for sale and for lease.
- Local/state real estate professionals - agents, brokers, property managers, appraisers, investment counselors, developers
- CCIM Chapter members
- Leading commercial brokerage firms
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Sponsorship Opportunities

**2018 Calendar of Events**

Monday, April 23 - 26: **103 Course** | CARW Training Room | Milwaukee

Monday, June 4: **CCIM/ SIOR Golf outing** | The Legend at Merrill Hills | Waukesha

Thursday, July 26: **Tour & happy hour** | Milwaukee

Tuesday, October 16: **Tour & happy hour** | Madison

Wednesday, December 5: **Holiday party**
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